is a component and behavioral based system methodology. BE uses Behavior Modeling Language (BML) to models a system. Formal syntax in BML supports automated code generation to the built system. However, no tool exists yet to support it. This paper propose a method in which makes it reliable to support code generation. Rational Unified Process (RUP) terminology such as Workflow, Worker, Activity and Artifacts are used to familiarize the method to people who already familiar to RUP. The suported research target is to apply the BE, so a tool is produced as well to apply the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software development reliability has been an important issue since the emerging of safety in software engineering. Pioneers such as Dijkstra [1], Hoare [2], and Milner [3] have raised more concerns and suggested several important ideas and methodologies to build system with possibility of minimum error. The idea of reliable software construction and verification is not a practical subject and targeted to build critical system. For example, B by Abrial is one of software methodology for reliable software development [4] . It has been used in many critical software developments such as Paris Transportation and Peugeot automobiles [5] . The process in B requires deep logical proof. The details of deriving specifications have made possible to generate the code automatically. The process starts with a formal specification through several logical refinements which yield a reliable generated source code. The formal specification and logical refinements are expensive, but paid off by the result of having a reliable generated source code.
In 2003, Dromey proposed another mechanism to create a dependable system which called Behavior Engineering (BE) [6] . Based on BE, software requirements are analyzed and designed to form an Integrated Behavior Tree (IBT or only BT). BT has a formal semantic, so code generation is possible [7] .
BT diagram provides a possibility to semi-automatic check of requirements' consistency, completeness, and aliveness [8] . Moreover, if the check process produces some counter examples, it is also possible to trace the counter example visually from the original diagram. Those features could lead to another new methodology of software engineering, which focuses on reliability but maintain Manuscript received July 19, 2013 ; revised September 22, 2013 . The authors are with the Faculty of Computer Science, University of Indonesia, Indonesia (e-mail: emerson.chan@ui.ac.id, eko@cs.ui.ac.id). simplicity and easiness for software engineers in building critical system.
In this paper, we apply an enhancement to BE to support an executable and dependable code. It uses ABS model as middle level representation, while BT as the higher level and Java at the implementation level. ABS is a semi-formal language to model system specification abstractly and yet still executable [9] - [11] Some features of ABS are already lined up with BT features. For example, ABS supports parallel system interaction just like BT. ABS ensures parallel execution aliveness to avoid deadlock and starvation natively.
The rests of this paper are presented as follow: Section II describes BE process and how it models a system. Section III describes environment that is used to conduct the experiment. Section IV proposes enhancement to the BE including the example of enhancement result. Section V evaluates the result of the research and suggestion to future works. Section VI concludes the research. Section VII provides future works that will help enhance the current result.
II. BEHAVIOR ENGINEERING
BE is an integrated discipline that supports a large scale system development based on components and its behaviors that exists in that system. BE uses Behavior Modeling Language (BML) which consists of: Behavior Tree (BT), Composition Tree (CT), and Structure Tree (ST). Those models respectively describe behavioral runtime, system composition, and hierarchical structure of the system. This paper concentrates on BT.
A. Behavior Engineering Process
The whole BE process described in Fig. 1 . First step of BE is to formalize the requirements. Dromey described the formalization step as to remove redundant, inconsistent information, also to split the complex requirements into smaller and focused requirement [6] . The next step is to model the requirement using BT. There is one Requirement BT (BT) that corresponded to each requirement. After each RBT is valid with respect to its requirements in natural language, they are integrated into an IBT. The integration processes are explained by Winter et al. [12] . IBT models the whole system and is required for further development steps, i.e. model checking, simulation, and code generation.
B. Behavior Tree
BT is a tree-like structure that consists of Behavior Nodes (BN). BT models the behavior of the system through interaction of each component and its behavior. Semantic of BT is derived from process algebra so it is assumed to be The execution edge type are to the runtim cution. n [7] r type, operat OCESS [7] rated to form sists of BT te Graph BT), co hecker [20] . own in Table  ncement The enhancement purpose is to suggest technical things that are not discussed previously to achieve code generation. The enhancement suggests terminologies that used in RUP such as worker, workflow, activity, and artifacts [21] . The purpose is to help many technician that already familiar with RUP to use BE.
The enhancement is not damaging the general concept of BE. It because the enhancement based on the experiment of applying the BE concept to a case study and make it more standardized and well defined guidance. The application of the methodology considers: work flow, worker, artifacts, and activity.
A. Methodology Practice 1) Requirement gathering
This phase is the initial inspection to the problem space of the system. Requirement is acquired through an interview to the Project Owner. The rest development processes depend on the clarity and the exhaustive information of the requirements.
Artifact produced Requirements (K1). Requirements are needed for analysis phase. Its contents are narration of system's problem space. Requirements should be amended if defects are found.
Worker Project Owner (W0). Project owner is the author who has the big plan of the whole project. She/he should confirm that the built software is fit to the requirement.
Project Manager (W1). Has task to bridge the gap between W0 and the development team. Has responsibility to deliver the project on schedule and to assign job to the development team.
Requirements collector (W2). Has task to collect and organize the requirements.
Activity Interview (A0). This activity is conducted by W2 to W0 to generate K1.
Organize the requirement (A1). After the requirements written to a document, W2 should be organized it with respect to specification of a requirement.Exampleof the organizationresult is based on the requirements described by Dromey [6] .
R1 There is a single control button available for the use of the oven. If the oven door is closed and you push the button, the oven will start cooking (that is, energize the power-tube) for one minute.
R2 If the button is pushed while the oven is cooking, it will cause the oven to cook for an extra minute.
R3 Pushing the button when the door is open has no effect.
R4 Whenever the oven is cooking or the door is open, the light in the oven will be on.
R5 Opening the door stops the cooking. R6 Closing the door turns off the light. This is the normal idle state, prior to cooking when the user has placed food in the oven.
R7 If the oven times out, the light and the power-tube are turned off and then a beeper emits a warning beep to indicate that the cooking has finished.
2) Analysis (F2)
Analysis is conducted through formulation of the requirements to BT diagram. The focus is to verify the requirement, remove ambiguity, complete information, and to preserve both consistency and clarity of the requirements.
Artifact produced| Component identification document (K2). This document consists of list of the components that identified from K1. Behaviors, attributes, and states are also included in this document.
RBT (K3). It is the RBT diagram that created with respect to each requirement.
IBT (K4). The integration result of the RBT. Worker Analyst (W3). The role is to analyze the component, its behaviors, attributes, and states from K1 and put it to K2. W3 also creates RBT and the IBT. Activity Component identi fication (A2). W3 identifies components and behaviors from K1. For example, the identification result from Oven system is shown in Table 3 .
Build RBT (A3). After the components and behaviors are successfully identified, Analyst builds the RBT based on each requirement narration. The RBTsare created as much as the amount of requirements and identified with the same key of the corresponding requirement.
Build IBT (A4). IBT is an integration of all RBT. IBT represents the whole system behavior. Winter et. al. explains how to integrate RBT to IBT [12] . Integration result of Oven system is shown in Table III . 
3) Design (F3)
This phase decides base architecture for the system. The system is implemented into a well-established language such as C or Java. 
